
loading of big bags without operator’s intervention. 
The phases of cutting, handling and evacuating of 
the big bags are autonomous. The only task ensured 
by the operator is the fixation of big bag on the bag 
hanger.

automatic release of 
the big bag and hoist 
weighing

(autopilot)

hinged doors

Connection to 
dedusting unit

Massaging cylinders

operator

Automatic big bag 
cutting system

Big Bag Discharge Station

Flow rate: 

Weight capacity:

Objectives: automatic cutting, 
containment and safety

Dust control model
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F Automatic cutting: diamond  
«U» shaped spike and cutting 
discs. According to the type 
of big bag to be unloaded, the 
cutting system is designed to 
facilitate the opening and to 
avoid foreign bodies.

F Integrated big bag com-

pactor: it permits to collect and 
compress all types of bags (paper, 

tive way and thus to remove the 
majority of dust.

F Automatic loading: the 
steering of the hoist is controlled 
via the button box and weighing 
hook.

Advantages

F Improvement of bulk mate-

rial flow: piloted pneumatic 
cylinders to optimize the bulk 
material flow.

I 

1

2

hoist)
3. Automatic cutting and discharging of the big bag (auto-
matic version)
4

5. Automatic big bag release
6

7. Automatic control of the big bag accumulation that must  
be emptied and automatic pallet stacker

I 

Rate

Manufacturing

Finishes: RAL 9006, microblasted, electropolishing
Installed power

Operation pressure: 6 bars
Inlet

TOR inlet : 6
TOR outlet

Dust collecting flow rate required

Maximum big bag dimensions

Length x Width x Height

Custom made models are also available

EasyFlow
® 

19Download videos & layouts from our website
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Big Bag Discharge station
Dust control model
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Options

Pouyès ring

the top and in the periphery of the tray, the dedusting ring ensures the capture of dust emitted during the big bag discharging 

Granulator: our granulators are the ideal solution for the crushing of materials that tend to form lumps. The device permits 

to break the lumps that are formed during the process of production or transportation of friable materials in powder or in 
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Rate: 

Weight capacity:

Objectives: automatic cutting, containment and safety

See all our options  

on pages 24-28

AVAILABLE

CUSTOM

MADE

Download videos & layouts from our websiteDownload layouts from www.palamaticprocess.com

EasyFlow
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